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  Advance Climate Solutions 
	Long-Term Climate Planning
	Government Agency Reform
	Carbon Markets
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  Electrification of Buildings and Transportation 
	Building Electrification
	Transportation
	Energy Efficiency
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  Clean Energy Transition 
	Clean Power
	Utility Innovation
	Natural Gas Phaseout
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  Changing the Climate Conversation 
	Reframe and Amplify
	Educate and Activate
	Partner for Impact






		Where We Work


		Multistate Cooperation
	 Northeast & Beyond
	 Transportation and Climate Initiative
	 Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative




	  RESPECT 
		State Solutions
	 Rhode Island
	 New York
	 New Hampshire
	 Massachusetts
	 Maine Climate Action Plan | Maine Climate Council Process | Energy Efficiency
	 Connecticut
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  Utility Innovation: 2023 Highlights and 2024 Look-Ahead
2023 was a noteworthy year for transformative utility policies in the Northeast. Acadia Center was actively involved across the region, participating in regulatory proceedings, submitting testimony on legislation, and building support among policymakers and other partners on key reforms.
  Utility Innovation: 2023 Highlights and 2024 Look-Ahead 


Through EV policy, Connecticut can right its past air pollution wrongs
Poor air quality has long been an environmental justice issue, primarily impacting Black and Latino communities hardest, and gasoline and diesel fueled transportation has largely been to blame. Climate and Clean Energy Justice Policy Associate Jayson Velazquez penned an op-ed for CT Mirror about how Connecticut is seeking to right these environmental justice wrongs through EV incentive programs.
  Opinion: Through EV policy, Connecticut can right its past air pollution wrongs 


Acadia Center Applauds the Massachusetts D.P.U.
D.P.U. Order 20-80-B cements direction of the Commonwealth’s building sector decarbonization strategy, initiating a managed transition away from the gas distribution system and endorsing efficient, all-electric heating and cooling solutions for families and businesses; Order also sets into motion critical follow-on activities to evaluate and reform gas utilities’ policies, practices, and tariffs.
  Read More 



   

Advancing the Clean Energy Future
Acadia Center’s mission is to advance bold, effective clean energy solutions for a livable climate and a stronger, more equitable economy.




What's The Latest?
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 Latest / News•Apr 01, 2024
  Amid progress on electric vehicles, political setbacks frustrate advocates in Maine, Connecticut 
 Apr 01, 2024
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 Latest / Blog•Mar 27, 2024
  New England Electricity Restructuring Roundtable Meeting Summary: Wholesale Markets and the Clean-Energy Transition 
 Mar 27, 2024
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 Latest / News•Mar 27, 2024
  CEO outlines ISO-NE initiatives at power system forum 
 Mar 27, 2024
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 Latest / Press Releases•Mar 20, 2024
  RGGI 63rd Auction: An Additional $388 Million Raised for Clean Energy 
 Mar 20, 2024
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 Latest / News•Mar 20, 2024
  Massachusetts Clean Heat Standard Reignites Debate over Biogas 
 Mar 20, 2024
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 Latest / Blog•Mar 18, 2024
  Unaddressed Energy Burdens Are Threatening the Clean Energy Transition 
 Mar 18, 2024




  Read More 
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Solutions Envisioned and Achieved
Acadia Center develops effective policy reforms that are directly informed by years of experience in on-the-ground implementation.  From issue briefs to technical analysis to expert testimony, our library of resources provides in-depth insight and bold, achievable solutions for the clean energy future.
  Resources 



Areas Of Focus
Acadia Center forms strategic alliances and engages all stakeholders—legislators, business and community leaders, advocacy and environmental justice groups—to press for next-generation solutions and ensure long-term results.
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  Advance Climate Solutions 
 Mining a breadth of regionally-specific data sets for untapped, long-term solutions across industries and agencies.
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  Electrification of Buildings and Transportation 
 Building coalitions, backed by reliable data, to push for consumer-friendly reforms to the two largest-emitting sectors.
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  Clean Energy Transition 
 Finding structural solutions in grid reform and utility innovation, and going beyond gas to level the playing field for clean energy.
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  Changing the Climate Conversation 
 Supporting consumers and communities in a just transition with engaging materials that re-frame debates and amplify solutions.
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Record of Accomplishments
Acadia Center was founded in 1998 with the belief that we cannot wait for federal policy, and that states can ignite national action. State and community action is needed now more than ever. We are committed to helping meet and exceed the climate goals that will improve the lives of people and their communities.
  Record of Accomplishments   Acadia Center Major Wins and Impacts in 2023 




Support Our Work
Acadia Center received Charity Navigator’s 100% rating, placing it on the “Charities with Perfect Scores” and “10 Highly Rated Charities Relying on Private Contributions” lists.
Join Us



Connect
Find us on social media, or connect to a staff member to collaborate or partner with us.


Follow Us
	  VIEW OUR FACEBOOK PROFILE
 
	  VIEW OUR TWITTER PROFILE
 
	  VIEW OUR LINKEDIN PROFILE
 
	  VIEW OUR INSTAGRAM PROFILE
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Let's Make the Next Decade Count.™
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